Hello friends

As I am a pensioner since some days, I am able to decide by myself what I will do during the day without any restrictions by my job. This morning I had the idea to go to my VHF/UHF QTH at Ahornberg- mountain to take some pictures from the sunrise because the weather forecast for the next days announces rain and perhaps snow!

My wife declared me completely crazy when I left the house at 06:30!

Below I will show you some impressions how the sky looks if we look to the direction east-southeast in the early morning. As I know that Pontus makes professional pictures I will tell him that I am using a simple Panasonic LUMIX DMC-TZ5. Perhaps one day he can visit me with his Hasselblad or whatever he is using, every time you would be welcome!
The rising sun illuminates the microwave antennas
You can notice that our take off dir south and south-east is anything else than perfect.....
Does any one remembers the Rolling Stones song “She’s like a rainbow”? At the left side in the background you can have a look to the traffic in the morning at the motorway Nr.9 between Berlin and Munich, which passes our location in abt 1km distance.
The last picture shows the hilltop from Ahornberg- mountain. The cross should remind to an accident at the A9 with many sacrifices witch happened some years ago in the neighborhood form our QTH.

Greetings to all of you...

Reinhold, DL6NAA

Mit freundlichen Grüßen
Reinhold Völkel